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Abstract
An increased low-energy positronflux is obtained from the reactor basedNEPOMUCsourcewhenusing
its primary beamat energies as lowas 20 eV. First experimentswith this beam in a supportedmagnetic
dipole trap resulted in themaximumcurrent of injected positrons todate. According to single-particle
simulations, remaining limitations in the injection efficiency, observed in the experiment, can be
attributed to the spatial spread of the beam. In thefirst trappingmeasurementswith this beam, top-down
asymmetries in the electrostatic trapping potential are found to bedetrimental to confinement.

1. Introduction

TheAPEX (APositron Electron eXperiment) project aims for thefirst creation of amagnetically confined
electron-positron pair plasma in the laboratory [1]. One promising candidate for the confiningmagnetic field
structure is that of amagnetic dipole since it offers, amongst others, neutral and non-neutral plasma
confinement, as seen in planetarymagnetospheres and the laboratory [2–5]. Currently, a supported permanent
magnet trap is being used at the open beamport of theNeutron-induced positron sourceMunich (NEPOMUC)
[6, 7] to establish key techniques, such as injection [8, 9].Meanwhile, design studies for a levitated dipole trap,
whichwill contain the two species at plasma densities, are ongoing [10].

Although the creation of the pair plasma fromdissociation of positroniumhas been proposed [1], the
experimental implementation of thismethod has not been addressed to date. Instead, direct injection of electron
and positron beams using an E×B drift scheme is being pursued for introducing charged particles into the trap.
Following the first promising results [8], eventually lossless injectionwas achieved [9]with the low-energy, high-
brightness remoderated positron beam fromNEPOMUC.The total number of injected and trapped positrons is
small, however, due to the combination of short (∼10μs) transit times through the trap and the available flux of
remoderated positrons (1–3·107 e+/s). To increase this would require a stronger source or, for example, stacking
ofmultiple bunches into the trap. Although the latter has been successfully demonstrated for linear traps
[11, 12], its implementation for amagnetic dipole trap using a reactor-based source is not straightforward.

Here, we focus on the former using an obvious candidate for a stronger source: the lower-brightness but
higher-fluxNEPOMUCprimary beamwhich is usually extractedwith an energy of one thousand electron-volts
(eV). As the target energy for the pair plasma components is only a few eV, a beamof accordingly low kinetic
energy had to be prepared and characterized first. Subsequently, its suitability for injection and trapping in the
supportedmagnetic dipole trap had to be verified.

In the following, we review the setup of the positron source as well as the apparatus for beam
characterization and dipole experiments. After discussing the low-energy primary beam characteristics, the
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results fromdipole injection experiments alongwith complementary simulations are presented. Finally, results
fromfirst trapping experiments with the low-energy primary beam are shown.

2. Experimental setup

2.1.NEPOMUCprimary beam
The reactor-based positron sourceNEPOMUC [6] is operated at the research neutron sourceHeinzMaier-
Leibnitz (FRM II) of the Technical UniversityMunich. AtNEPOMUC, thermal neutrons are captured in a
113Cd-enriched cap inside the tip of an experimental beam tube, which results in the emission of energetic γ-rays
from 114Cd. In an adjacent structure of platinum foils, positrons are generated by pair production and
moderated. The platinum foils are typically set to an electrostatic potential of 1kV in order to extract and
accelerate themoderated positrons to a beam energy of 1 keV. The beamwith amaximumflux of 1·109 e+/s
[7] is transported bymeans of amagnetic guiding field of∼5 mT, resulting in a typical beamdiameter of about
10 mm (FWHM). Formost experiments this primary positron beam is brightness-enhanced using a tungsten
single crystal in reflection geometry inside a remoderation device further downstream. In this work, however, we
make use of the primary positron beam itself and tailor its energy to the requirements of our experiments.

2.2. Beamdiagnostics
The primary positron beamwas guidedmagnetically to our experiment. A six-way cross with amagnetic field
coil set provides the permanent part of the beamdiagnostics (figure 1). A cylindrical blocking electrode
(deflector) is located at the beam’s entrance. A target with two apertures (3- and 15-mmdiameter) and a
microchannel plate (MCP;with a phosphor screen, 25-mmdiameter) can be inserted on themidplane of the
cross using a linear feedthrough.

A roughmeasurement of the parallel energy results from scanning the bias of the blocking electrodewhile
observing either the annihilation signal, seen by a scintillation detector looking at the target, or the image from
theMCP’s phosphor screen, reflected by a 45°mirror and capturedwith a CCDcamera. The total positronflux
entering the experiment is determined by inserting the target into the beam line and connecting it to a current-
integrating amplifier. The image of the beam from theMCP’s phosphor screen yields information about its
shape, size and centering. The centering can be confirmed by inserting the apertures, whilemonitoring the
annihilation signal or the current.

To further diagnose the energy distribution of the beam, a retardingfield analyzer (RFA) can be temporarily
installed downstreamof the six-way cross, as described in a previous publication [13]. It consists of a 15-mm
aperture, a cylindrical retarding electrode and a collector in an adjustablemagnetic field region. The view of a
bismuth germanate (BGO) scintillation detector (d=22mm, l=25 mm, fromKorthKristalle, with
Hamamatsu typeH10425 photomultiplier) is collimated to detect annihilation gamma rays from the collector
plane.Measurements of the parallel energy distribution in various finalmagnetic fields provide information
about themean perpendicular energy [14].

2.3. The supportedmagnetic dipole trap
Alternately, a supportedmagnetic dipole trap can be installed downstream from the six-way cross described in
the previous section. This setup has been used in [8, 9] and is described here for completeness. The axes of the
beam linemagnetic field and themagnet are parallel but not aligned. Two pairs of steering coils immediately

Figure 1. (Left) Schematic side view of the six-way cross with beam control and diagnostics installed immediately upstreamof the
main experimental chamber (RFA: retarding field analyzer). (Right) Schematic side and top views of themicrochannel plate (MCP)
and target.
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upstream from the trap’s entrance can be used tofine-tune the beamposition. The trap itself consists of a
supported cylindrical neodymiummagnet (field strength of 0.6T at its poles) in a tight copper case, surrounded
by a segmented cylindrical outer wall (1 ring electrode at the top and 8 segments at the bottom), as shown in
figure 2. Togetherwith themagneticfield, a perpendicular electricfield generated by a pair of oppositely biased
electrodes (E× B plates) at the trap’s entrance induces anE×B drift that transports charged particles across
magnetic field lines. This drift is employed in order to guide the beam from the (off-axis) beam linemagnetic
field into the confinement region. The details of the injection process are described in [9]. To diagnose the
positrons that have been successfully injected and their radial distribution in the trap after a half toroidal transit
(due to toroidal grad-B and curvature drifts), a radially insertable probe is installed in the equatorial plane of the
trap, opposite the injection region. The probe is viewed by a collimated BGO scintillation detector (with the
same technical specifications as described in the previous section) and can, in addition, be connected to a
current-integrating amplifier.

3. Beam characteristics at the experiment

AtNEPOMUC, theprimary positronbeamhas been extracted from the source sectionwith kinetic energies
comparable to those used inprevious experimentswith the remoderated beam, i.e. 5 and20 eV, for thefirst time.
For this purpose, the extractionpotentials of the electrostatic lenses and themagnetic guidingfields had to be
adjusted, taking into account several experimental constraints such as availability of bipolar high-power supplies and
limited beam time. Particularly at lowkinetic energy, transport losses due to imperfect beamguiding of the primary
beambetween the source and the experiment are expected to reduce the beam intensity. In the following,we give the
characteristics of the low-energy primary beams as transported to the entrance of themagnetic dipole trap.

3.1. 5-eV beam
For the lowest-energy primary beam,with about 5 eV of parallel energy, an average intensity of
(2.3±0.9)·107 e+/s wasmeasured at our experiment. This beamwas accompanied by a significant electron
component. In previous studies at thefirst accessible point of the positron beam facility (close to the biological
shield of the reactor), pair production, Compton- and photo-effect inside the beam tube have been identified as
the origin of these electrons (up to energies of a few 100 eV). In principle, byfinding different positron beam
settings, these electrons can be efficiently suppressed [15].

To quantify the corresponding fluxes of electrons and positrons, the beamflux to the target in the six-way
cross wasmeasuredwith a current-integrating amplifier for different bias voltages of the blocking electrode
(figure 3).When the blocking electrode is grounded or has a slightly negative bias, the signal is dominated by the
electronflux. It is about 60 times the positronflux, which can be observedwith biases below−100 V. The
measured positron flux is the same order ofmagnitude as the 5-eV remoderated beam (table 1). Furthermore,
themeasurement reveals that the electron energy distribution is very broad, extending up to 100 eV. The signal

Figure 2. (Left) Schematic side view of the electrodes installed inside the dipole trap. In addition, the lower parts of the steering coils at
the entrance to the dipole trap are indicated by green lines, and the outer wall segment 1 is drawn in red. Themagnetic field lines are
shown in blue. The gray boxes indicate the collimation of twoBGO scintillation detectors used in this study. (Right)Cross section
through the equatorial plane showing the viewing angle of the BGO scintillation detector that is aimed at themovable probe.
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shape for positive biases of the blocking electrode is attributed to secondary electrons produced by the incoming
electron beamwhich, depending on the surface condition of the target and the primary electron energy, can
exceed the primary electron flux [16]. These secondaries are then able to leave the target, effectively reducing the
measurableflux.

The spatial extent of the positron beam is determined from the background-subtractedMCP images. As the
beam spot is not necessarily alignedwith the image grid it was rotated in steps of 5°. For each orientation, the
maximumof the sumof all columns and of all rows, respectively, was identified. From the locations of the points
at half themaximum intensity the beam spreadwas calculated. As characteristic quantity for the spatial extent of
the positron beamwe quote itsminimal andmaximal size (FWHM) from all orientations.We note that, at least
for the primary beam, its shape generally deviates from a 2DGaussian. At 5 eV, thewidth of the primary beam
was determined to be 6–12 mm, compared to 2–4 mm for the remoderated beam (table 2).

The RFA setupwas used tomeasure the energy of the centered 5-eVprimary beamwithout an aperture, with
the 3-mmaperture, andwith the 15-mmaperture inserted. During allmeasurements, the collector bias voltage
was set to−20 V, and the annihilation gamma rays from the collector plate weremeasured as a function of the
retarding electrode bias. For each aperture, at least one data set was taken in a homogeneousmagnetic field of
4.8 mT, and infield gradients with five differentfinalmagnetic fieldsBf. Data sets from identical conditions have
been averaged. The averaged data has been smoothed and its derivative is used to determine themean parallel

Figure 3.Currentmeasured at the target in the six-way cross upstream from the dipole trap’s entrance for various bias voltages to the
blocking electrode. The horizontal linesmark the correspondingmaximumelectron flux (reduced by the saturated positron flux) and
the saturated positronflux, respectively.

Table 1.Mean beamfluxmeasured in the six-way
cross at the experiment’s entrance for the
remoderated (r) and primary (p) beam energies
discussed in this paper.

Beam energy [eV] Type Flux [107 e+/s]

5 r 1.8±0.5
5 p 2.3±0.9
22 r 5±2
20 p 13±1

Table 2.Minimumandmaximum spatial beam extents (FWHM) for the
remoderated (r) and primary (p) beam energies discussed in this paper. The
extents have been determined by themethod described in the text. One
specific example is illustrated infigure 5 for the 20-eVprimary beam.

Beam

energy [eV] Type FWHMmin [mm] FWHMmax [mm]

5 r 2.3±0.1 3.8±0.4
5 p 6.3±0.7 12±3
22 r 2.6±0.1 4±1
20 p 7.7±0.4 13±2
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energy and the energy spread. Assuming a linear relation, themaximum likelihoodmethod yields a slopem and
intercept n from the variation of themean parallel energywith the finalmagnetic field. The slope equals

= - ^m E Bi¯ and the intercept is =n Etot¯ , where Ê̄ is the initialmean perpendicular energy, Etot¯ is themean
total beam energy, andBi is the birthmagnetic field. Examples of the RFAmeasurements and the resulting
variation of themean parallel energywithmagnetic field are shown infigure 4. The numerical results for all three
conditions are given in table 3.

A comparison of the energy characteristics of the 5-eV primary and remoderated beam (table 3)with no
magnetic field gradient (Bf=4.8mT) yields a slightly lowermean total, parallel and perpendicular energy (over
Bi) aswell as parallel spread for the primary beam.

3.2. 20-eV beam
From the point of view of our larger project goals, the intensity of a 5-eVprimary beam in the present
measurement is not a substantial improvement over the remoderated beamat the same energy.Moreover, its
larger spatial spreadmeasured at our experiment is undesirable from the viewpoint of injection into the dipole
trap, as discussed below. Amodest increase in the primary beam energy to 20 eV, however, offered improved
characteristics. For the primary beam at 20 eV, an electron component of approximately the samemagnitude as
the positronfluxwas observed in the beam tube close to the biological shield of the reactor, but this could not be
detected at our experiment. There, amean positronflux of 1.3(1)·108 e+/s wasmeasured on the target in the
six-way cross, which is a factor of 2.6 higher than themeanflux of the remoderated beamat comparable energy
(22 eV), as given in table 1.

The spatial extent of the 20-eV positron beamwas determined as described in the previous section. It is
8–13 mm for the primary beam, as compared to 3–4 mm for the 22-eV remoderated beam (table 2). Examples of
MCP images for both beams are shown infigure 5.

With the RFA setup, the 20-eV primary beam energywasmeasured before and after centering the beam
without an upstream aperture in the homogeneousmagnetic field andwith fivemagnetic field gradients.With
the 3-mmaperture inserted upstream, datawas taken in the homogeneous field andwith threefield gradients.
The collector bias voltagewas again set to−20 V. The same data analysis as for the 5-eV primary beamwas
performed. The numerical results for the three conditions are given in table 4.

The parallel spread andmean perpendicular energy (overBi) of the 20-eV primary beam can be compared to
the 22-eV remoderated beam (also given in table 4) from [13]. Both quantities are found to be higher for the
primary beam.

Figure 4. (Left)RFAmeasurements for the 5-eV primary beamwith a 15-mmaperture inserted upstream, for variousmagnetic field
gradients withfinalmagnetic fieldsBhom>BA>BB>BC>BD>BE. (Right)Resulting variation of themean parallel energy as a
function of finalmagneticfield and the correspondingmaximum likelihood fit.

Table 3.Energymeasurements of the 5-eV primary beam (p) in a finalmagnetic
field of 4.8 mT for three different aperture settings. For comparison, the results
for the 5-eV remoderated beam (r) from [13] are quoted for the same field.

Type Aperture Etot¯ [eV]
Ê Bi¯

[eV/mT] EP [eV] sE [eV]

p none 5.76(1) 0.14(1) 5.09(5) 0.628(4)
p 3 mm 5.72(1) 0.12(1) 5.14(5) 0.586(4)
p 15 mm 5.81(1) 0.15(1) 5.09(5) 0.68(1)
r 5 mm 5.94(2) 0.16(1) 5.18(2) 0.78(2)
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4.Dipole injection and trapping experiments

4.1. Injection experiments
4.1.1. 5-eV primary beam
As shown in the previous section, the 5-eV primary beamdiffersmainly from its remoderated counterpart in
having a larger spatial spread and a substantial admixture of electrons.We investigatedwhether injection of such
a beam into the dipole trap is achievable and if it is affected by the electron component. Starting with the trap
parameters that yielded lossless injection for the remoderated beam, the injection of the primary beamwas
optimized through the following parameters: the currents in the steering coils Ir and Iθwhichmove the beam in
radial and azimuthal direction, the bias on the E×B plates ´VE B∣ ∣, the bias on themagnetVmag, the bias on the
ring electrodeVring, and the biases on segment 1 and segments 2-8 of the outer wallVseg1 and -Vseg2 8. The
resulting nominal values are given in the appendix (table A1).

Variation of the net count rate from the BGO scintillation detector aimed at the probe (signal with probe
insertedminus signal with probe retracted) as Ir is varied is shown infigure 6, bothwith andwithout blocking the
electron component. It is obvious that the optimizationwas not strongly influenced by the electron component,
perhaps because the electron energy is higher than the positron energy (figure 3) and the bias voltages were
optimized for positron injection.When the electrons are blocked by negatively biasing an upstream electrode,
there is a slight increase in the count rate from the probe.We speculate that biasing this upstream electrode, in
addition to suppressing the electron component, has someminor effect on the position (and/or shape) of the
positron beam that results in slightly better injection efficiency.

For the conditionswhere the electrons are blocked, figure 7 shows the positron flux to the insertable probe as
measuredwith a current-integrating amplifierwhile varying the probe’s position. The positrons are found about
half-way between themagnet and the outerwall, similar to the distribution of the 5-eV remoderated beam
previouslymeasured under similar experimental conditions. The injection efficiency—determined by the
fraction of themaximumpositronflux at the probe to the flux at the upstream target—is 61(7)%,which is
significantly lower than for the remoderated beam (table 5), which can be injectedwithout losses [9]. In further
independent optimization scans, the injection efficiency never exceeded 66%.

4.1.2. 20-eV primary beam
Experiments with the 20-eV primary beam allow investigation of the injection of positrons with higher energy
and comparison to the results for the 5-eVprimary beam.Note that for the creation of a pair plasma higher
injection energies could lead to higher temperatures, whichwouldmake it harder to achieve a small Debye

Figure 5.Normalized false color pictures of theMCPphosphor screen, showing an example spatial extent for remoderated (left) and
primary (right) beams (both for 20 eV) in the six-way cross at the experiment’s entrance. In the right panel theminimumand
maximumFWHM is illustrated in addition. Thewidth of each image is identical to theMCPdiameter of 25 mm.

Table 4.Energymeasurements of the 20-eV primary beam (p) in a uniformmagnetic field of
4.8 mT for three different settings. For comparison, the results for the 22-eV remoderated
beam (r) from [13] are quoted for the samemagnetic field.

Type Setting Etot¯ [eV] Ê Bi¯ [eV/mT] EP [eV] sE [eV]

p Off-center 19.85(4) 0.36(5) 18.1(3) 3.16(7)
p Centered 19.75(3) 0.47(6) 17.5(3) 2.77(6)
p 3 mmaperture 19.8(5) 0.3(1) 18.2(8) 2.8(2)
r 22.05(7) 0.26(2) 20.8(1) 1.3(1)
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length.We are nonetheless interested in their injection efficiencies, sincewe could possibly compensate for this
with a higher injection rate, subsequent cooling, or both.

The optimizationwas guided by the assumption that the injection process remains the same for positrons of
arbitrary energy; i.e.,magneticmirroring and electrostatic reflections (from the ring electrode and/or outer wall
segment 1 (figure 2)) alternate until the confinement region is reached (as described in [9]). Figure 8 shows the
net annihilation rate from the probe (indicating successful injection) versus the bias on the ring electrode (left,
with (orange) andwithout (blue) positive bias on the outer wall segment 1) and versus the bias on the outerwall
segment 1 (right, with (orange) andwithout (blue) positive bias on the ring electrode). In fact, optimal injection
requires about+20V on each of these electrodes, which is close to the beam energy. All optimized values for the
control parameters are given in the appendix (table A1).

Figure 6.Variation of the net count rate of the BGO scintillation detectorwhile changing the current in one of the steering coils at the
entrance of the dipole trap. The view of the scintillation detector is collimated to an equatorial slice of the dipole trap including the
movable probe but excluding the injection port side (the geometry is shown infigure 2). The difference between the count rate with
the probe fully inserted and fully retracted is shown. The scan is shown for the same conditionwith (orange triangles) andwithout
(blue circles) blocking the electron component of the beam through a negative bias voltage to the upstreamblocking electrode.

Figure 7.Variation of the 5-eV positron fluxwith position of themovable probe in the equatorial plane of the dipole chamber. The
flux ismeasuredwith a current-integrating amplifier connected to the probe. As all particles intersecting any part of the probe are
measured, this represents an integratedmeasurement from the probe position out to thewall. Themean positron location of
(6.01±0.09)cm and spread of (1.8±0.2)cm are determined from a fit to a complementary error function (not shown). The blue line
shows the derivative of the fit, giving an indication of the radial distribution of the positron orbits. The experimental settings for this
measurement are given in the appendix (table A1).

Table 5. Injection efficiencies and resulting injectedfluxes to date in the
supported dipole trap for the 5-eV remoderated (r) and primary (p) beams
and the 20-eV primary beam.

Energy

[eV] Type

Injection

efficiency Injected flux [107 e+/s]

5 r 1±0.04 1.8±0.5
5 p 0.61±0.07 1.4±0.6
20 p 0.6±0.1 8±1
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The positron flux to the radially insertable probe versus its position yields amean positron location
somewhat further away from themagnet as compared to the 5-eV beam (figure 9(a)). Thismight be a result of
grounding themagnet for thesemeasurements with the 20-eV beam.Unlike the case for the 5-eV beam,where
themagnetwas biased to−5 V, no improvement in injection efficiencywas observed for non-zero bias voltages,
but the spatial distribution of positron orbitsmight have been affected. This effect has been noticed in other
experimental campaigns and is also seen in simulations thatwill be reported in a future publication [17].

Themaximumpositronflux is observed at a radius of≈4 cmand corresponds to 60(10)%of the total
incoming positronflux.Althoughno further increase of the injection efficiency couldbe achieved, this result
represents (8±1)·107 e+/s—a recordfluxof positrons injected into the supported dipole trap todate (table 5).

It should be noted that the radially integrated flux does not reach a saturated level for deep insertions but,
rather, decreases (figure 9(a)), in contrast towhat is seen for the 5-eV remoderated and primary beam. The
corresponding annihilation signal from the probe (shown infigure 9(b)) reproduces the result from the flux
measurement; it also shows an annihilation signal from a secondBGOdetector viewing a portion of themagnet
(and some fraction of the E× B and shield plates as shown infigure 2). This data shows that as the signal from the
probe decreases for small radii the signal from the other detector increases.

4.1.3. Complementary simulations
The unexpected features seen in the injectionmeasurements with the primary beam, namely the injection
efficiency saturating at values well below 100%and the non-monotonic integrated spatial profiles for 20-eV
positrons, have been explored using single-particle simulations with our code AlGeoJ [18], which has produced
good agreement with previous experimental findings [9]. In the simulations, themagnetic field for guiding and
confinementmatched closely the experimental one as did the electrode geometry (although themagnet support
was omitted).

Figure 8.Variation of the net count rate of the BGO scintillation detectorwhile changing the bias voltage on (left) the ring electrode,
and (right) the outer wall segment 1 (figure 2). The view of the detector is the same as for the data in figure 6. The difference between
the count rate with the probe fully inserted and fully retracted is shown. The left scan is shown for conditionswith the outer wall
segment 1 biased positively (orange triangles) and grounded (blue circles). The right scan is shownwith the ring electrode biased
positively (orange triangles) and grounded (blue circles). The remaining parameters arefixed.

Figure 9. (a)The radial distribution of positron orbits for the 20-eVprimary beam (compare to figure 7 for the 5-eV primary beam),
measuredwith a current-integrating amplifier. The derivative of the fit to a complementary error function (blue curve) yields amean
positron location of (6.78±0.04)cmand a spread of (0.82±0.09)cm. (b)Variation of the count rate from the BGO scintillation
detectors while varying the position of the probe. As shown in figure 2, the detectors view either the equatorial plane containing the
probe (blue triangles, left y-axis) or the lower edge of theE×B plates and the upper edge of themagnet case (red circles, right y-axis).
The experimental settings for thesemeasurements are given in the appendix (table A1).
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First, the theoretically achievable injection efficiency—defined as the fraction of initialized particles reaching
a 1-cmwide band in the equatorial plane on the probe side—wasmaximized as a function of the steering coil
currents, electrode bias voltages and source position. The particle source is idealized as a disk (rd=20 mm)with
a 2DGaussian spatial distribution (FWHM=10 mm)which is placed on themidplane of the upstream six-way
cross; themean energy distributionwasmatched to themeasured values of the 5-eV primary beam from table 3
withBi=4.8 mT. For each run, 500 particles were initialized. The optimization yielded values for the control
parameters as given in the appendix (table A1)with radial and azimuthal source offsets ofΔxs=1 mmand
Δzs=2 mm.The resulting injection efficiencywas 59%, similar to the experimental findings.

The simulationswere then run at these settings with sources of different size and shape but identical energy
distribution. The injection efficiency decreases with increasing source size (figure 10).While an elliptical source
with dimensions of the remoderated beam yields lossless injection, for an elliptical sourcewith dimensions of
the primary beam significantly fewer particles are injected successfully. The limited injection efficiency of the
primary beam seen in the experimentmay therefore be attributed to its larger spatial spread. An alternative way
to state the result is that the dipole trap has a limited spatial ‘injectionwindow’which can accommodate the
entire remoderated beambut only a fraction of the primary beam. The area of this window can be estimated
from the spatial spread of the primary beam (table 2) and the injection efficiency (table 5). This raises the
question of whether the spatial spread of the primary beam can be reduced in a near-lossless fashion in order to
betterfit this window and achieve higher injection efficiency. This is, in principle, possible by increasing the
guidingmagnetic field strength, but future workwill have to determinewhether this would lead to unwanted
effects such as requiring the use of higher injection energy to avoidmagneticmirroring.

Second, the novel shape of the integrated spatial profiles for 20-eV positrons (shown infigure 9) is
investigated by focusing on two parameters: the actual probe geometry and the energy of the particles. Note that
particles in the dipole trap experience amotionwith three characteristic frequencies and spatial scales. They
gyrate rapidly about themagnetic fieldwhile bouncing between the high field regions near the poles of the
magnet, and drift toroidally due to themagnetic field gradient and curvature. These toroidal drifts depend on the
particles’ parallel and perpendicular energies. The realistic geometry of the probe consisting of a ‘probe holder’
and a ‘probe head’was added to the simulations. To beginwith, the number of particles hitting the probe and the
number of particles passing the probe location (but not striking the probe)were recorded for different radial
insertions. The simulationswere runwith an elliptical particle source, oncewith the spatial parameters (table 2)
and energy characteristics of the 20-eV primary beam (table 4, withBi=4.8 mT) and oncewith parameters of
the 5-eV remoderated beam from [13]. The respective control parameters are given in table A1. The resulting
integrated spatial profiles are shown infigures 11(a) and (c). For both energies, the simulation results agree
qualitatively with the experimental findings. For 20-eV positrons, the profile signal decreases while the number
of particles that are able to bypass the probe increases when the probe is positioned very near to themagnet
(similar to the signal from the secondBGOdetector infigure 9(b)). In contrast, the profile signal for 5-eV
positrons saturates at small radii as does the number of bypassing particles.

In another simulations,wemeasured the distance between each pair of consecutive crossings of the equatorial
plane for particles drifting azimuthally from90° to 180° (where 0° is the azimuthof injection and180° is the
locationof the probe). This average ‘bouncedistance’ versus the average orbit radius in the equatorial plane for
eachparticle is shown for the two sources infigures 11(b) and (d). For both energies,most particles intersect the

Figure 10.Comparison of the injection efficiency for simulated sources of different spatial extent but the same energy distribution.
For each simulation 1000 particles were initialized for the settings described in the text. The distributed sources have aGaussian spatial
profile with the FWHM (inmillimeter) as given in thefigure.
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probeheadwhen it is inserted to the radial locationof their orbit.However,many 20-eVparticles (top row)have
equatorial bouncedistances exceeding thediameter of the probe holder and are thus, at least inprinciple, able to
miss theprobe. In contrast, the bounce distance of themajority of the 5-eVparticles (bottomrow) is smaller than
thediameter of the probe holder and thus very fewmiss theprobe.To conclude, the shape of the integrated spatial
profiles seen in the experiment results fromboth theparticle energy and theprobe geometry. In future
experiments, amodified probe geometrywill be used to eliminate this feature andproducemonotonic integrated
spatial profiles for 20-eVpositrons. Such amodification has been tested successfully in experimentswith electrons.

4.2. Confinement
Using the newly developed 20-eV primary beam,we investigated trapping of positronswith higher energies and
in larger numbers than in previous work [8]. For these experiments, the view of one BGO scintillation detector
waswidened to include the entire trap, and confinement experiments were conducted using repeated inject-
trap-dump cycles. One cycle proceeds as follows: during the injection phase, the blocking electrode at the
experiment’s entrance is grounded and all trap electrodes are set to their respective bias voltages for optimal
injection. The trapping phase begins when the blocking electrode is raised to a potential substantially exceeding
the beam energy; at the same time, the bias voltages on the E×B plates and outer wall segment 1are set to
ground. At some delay timeΔt relative to the onset of trapping, a 10-ms countingwindowbegins. All
annihilation gamma counts from the confinement region that are detectedwithin thatwindow are summed and
assigned to this value ofΔt. The delay time is then varied to obtain the number of annihilation gammas from
positrons that are lost from the trap as a function of time. The trapping phase endswhen the trap electrodes,
whichwere grounded during the confinement phase, are returned to the bias voltages used for injection. In the
following 10–20microseconds, any remaining trapped positrons are assumed to be lost [8], i.e. ‘dumped’. In a
typical cycle, the end of the trapping phase occurs well after the end of the 10-ms countingwindow; however, the
timing sequence can alternately be configured so that the countingwindowoverlaps the end of the trapping
phase. The signal then includes the ‘dump’ signal and provides an indication of whether positronswere still left
in the trap at the end of the trapping phase. The next cycle begins with the grounding of the blocking electrode at
the experiments entrance. These cycles are repeated 4000 times for each delay time.

We investigated the influenceof the bias voltage to the ring electrode on thepositron loss. It hadbeen seen earlier
that asymmetries in the electrostatic trappotential canbe disadvantageous for particle confinement. To explore this

Figure 11. Simulation results for elliptical sources at the upstream injection site with (top) 20-eV primary beamparameters and
(bottom) 5-eV remoderated beamparameters. Panels (a,c) show the normalized radial dependence of the number of particles hitting
(blue) and bypassing (red) the probe. Panels (b,d) show the average bounce distance (distance between consecutive crossings of the
equatorial plane of the dipole trap) versus average radial position in the equatorial plane for particlesmoving azimuthally from90° to
180°. The horizontal lines indicate thewidth of the probe head and holder in the equatorial plane, respectively.
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aspect, we performed experimentswith twoconditions. The injectionparameters are given in tableA1 andwere the
same for both conditions. For one case the ring electrode biaswasmaintainedduring the trappingphase,while for
the second case, itwas grounded. The resulting background-subtracteddata is shown infigure 12 (blue circles and
red squares) togetherwith the respective exponentialfits. Removing the top-downasymmetry introducedby a
non-zero bias voltage on the ring electrode during the trappingphase leads to a significant reduction in the loss rate,
in this case bynearly a factor of two. In addition, twodata pointswere taken for each condition that included the
‘dump’ signal (cyan circles andorange squares infigure 12). Thesemeasurementswere thefirst indications that
positron couldbe trappedorders ofmagnitude longer than the severalmilliseconds reported earlier [8]. Longer
trapping times have been exploredmore completely for 5-eVpositrons andpublished in references [19, 20].We are
optimistic that similar long trapping times canbe achievedwith 20-eVpositrons in future optimized experiments.

5. Summary

Motivated by the search for sources with higher positron fluxes for the APEXproject, we have adjusted the
primary positron beam from theNEPOMUC source to energies of 5 and 20 eV. The beamswere characterized in
terms offlux, spatial spread and energy. Their suitability for injection into the supported dipole trapwith a
scheme similar to that used previously in [8, 9] has been confirmed. Although the resulting injection efficiencies
of 60%–70%are lower than those observed for the remoderated beamdue to the primary beam’s larger spatial
spread, the 20-eV primary beamnevertheless yields themaximumpositronflux injected into the dipole trap to
date. Once in the trap, the primary positrons can be found at similar radii as in experiments with the
remoderated beam. At 20 eV, the observed integrated radial profiles are non-monotonic due to positrons being
able to bypass the probe. Finally,first trapping experiments with the 20-eV primary beam revealed that a top-
down asymmetry in the electrostatic trapping potential is disadvantageous for long particle confinement.

To summarize, the primary beamat low energies, after further optimization, is a promising candidate to
increase the absolute numbers of positrons for the APEXproject.While it can be injected directly into the dipole
trap, itmay also be used tofill a buffer-gas trap to provide dense positron pulses—a schemewhich has been
proposed (in conjunctionwith a high-field trap) for thefinal pair-plasma project [1]. A number of strategies for
loading positrons (and electrons) into thefield of a levitated dipole trap are being explored. IfE×B drift
injection is used, either sourcemust bematched to the injectionwindow identified in the experiments and
simulations presented here. This will be particularly important for pulses starting in a highmagneticfield, as will
be the casewhen using a buffer-gas or high-field trap.
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counting delay times. The two data sets are for a ring electrode that was biased during the entire confinement cycle (blue circles) and a
ring electrode that was grounded during the trapping phase (red squares). The solid lines are the exponential fits to the datawith decay
times given in the legend. In addition, two data points including the ‘dump’ signal are shown for two delay times for a biased (cyan
circles) and a grounded (orange squares) ring electrode, respectively.
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Appendix Control parameters

The control parameters used for the experiments and simulations presented in themain text are summarized in
table A1.
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Section Figure Energy Ir Iθ ´VE B∣ ∣ Vmag Vring Vseg1 -Vseg2 8

[eV] [A] [A] [V] [V] [V] [V] [V]

4.1.1 7 5 −6.6 2 180 −5 12 12 0

4.1.2 9 20 −4.5 5.5 200 0 21.5 30 0

4.1.3 10 5 −6.5 -0.5 240 10 6 11 0

11(a), (b) 20 −4.5 5.5 200 0 21.5 30 0

11(c), (d) 5 −6.6 2 180 −5 12 12 0

4.2 12 20 −4.5 5.5 200 0 21.5 30 0
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